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Justice runs on ethics, not profit: there’s no place for contingency fees at the Bar
TIM GAME
COMMENT

The costs of accessing justice are
an ever-pressing concern in our
community, but the introduction
of contingency fees is no answer.
Barristers owe their paramount
duty to the administration of justice. Each barrister is an officer of
the court, with an obligation to
maintain high standards of professional conduct.
To do so each barrister must
avoid a conflict between his or her
duty to the courts, their clients,
their fellow professionals and his
or her personal interest. Only on
this basis is a profession barrister
able to serve the public.

Disputes turn virtual as virus hits arbitration

CHRIS MERRITT
LEGAL AFFAIRS EDITOR

The coronavirus has triggered a
surge in demand for online resolution of commercial disputes
from companies and arbitrators
that are seeking to minimise faceto-face contact.
Two major international arbitrations have also been moved
from Hong Kong to Melbourne at
the suggestion of Melbournebased arbitrator Michael Pryles
who is planning to shift more of
his international practice online
because of the pandemic.
Dr Pryles, who is a former
chairman of the Singapore International Arbitration Centre, said
that with more countries restricting travel it was time to make
greater use of video conferencing
for major private arbitrations.
“Having just been involved in a
matter by video, why can’t we
make greater use of the existing
technology and run major hearings by video link?” he said.
The
two
international
arbitrations moving from Hong
Kong to Melbourne meant the
parties, neither of whom was from
Hong Kong, would be bringing
teams of up to 50 lawyers for the
two-week hearing.
“I said ‘let’s have it in Melbourne’. It’s clean, safe, the government’s in control and I prefer
not to get in a plane and fly,” said
Dr Pryles who has an international practice spanning the US,
Europe and Asia. “This is affecting
industry everywhere and it is affecting international arbitration.”
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The coronavirus has triggered a
surge in demand for online resolution of commercial disputes
from companies and arbitrators
that are seeking to minimise faceto-face contact.
Two major international arbitrations have also been moved
from Hong Kong to Melbourne at
the suggestion of Melbournebased arbitrator Michael Pryles
who is planning to shift more of
his international practice online
because of the pandemic.
Dr Pryles, who is a former
chairman of the Singapore International Arbitration Centre, said
that with more countries restricting travel it was time to make
greater use of video conferencing
for major private arbitrations.
“Having just been involved in a
matter by video, why can’t we
make greater use of the existing
technology and run major hearings by video link?” he said.
The
two
international
arbitrations moving from Hong

Kong to Melbourne meant the
parties, neither of whom was from
Hong Kong, would be bringing
teams of up to 50 lawyers for the
two-week hearing.
“I said ‘let’s have it in Melbourne’. It’s clean, safe, the government’s in control and I prefer
not to get in a plane and fly,” said
Dr Pryles who has an international practice spanning the US,
Europe and Asia. “This is affecting
industry everywhere and it is affecting international arbitration.”
A third major international arbitration was to have taken place
in Hong Kong but instead went
ahead by video.
“The presiding arbitrator is an
English law lord and he sat in London with the parties in front of
him, and I attended by video link
from Melbourne,” said Dr Pryles.
He did not believe the pandemic
would “kill” Hong Kong as a centre for international commercial
arbitration but its future as an
arbitration centre was not as
“rosy” as that of Singapore.
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A third major international arbitration was to have taken place
in Hong Kong but instead went
ahead by video.
“The presiding arbitrator is an
English law lord and he sat in London with the parties in front of
him, and I attended by video link
from Melbourne,” said Dr Pryles.
He did not believe the pandemic

‘We are definitely
seeing a spike
related to the
immediate impact
on Hong Kong’
LAURA KEILY
IMMEDIATION FOUNDER

would “kill” Hong Kong as a centre for international commercial
arbitration but its future as an
arbitration centre was not as
“rosy” as that of Singapore.
Even before the impact of coronavirus, business confidence had
been affected by street demonstrations. “Hong Kong is definitely in the medium to long term
in decline compared to Singapore.
It does give Australia an opportunity to pick up more,” he said.

agreement to charge legal fees calculated by reference to the
amount of any award or settlement or the value of any property
that may be recovered in any proceedings to which the agreement
relates, and for good reason.
The distinction is also enshrined in lawyers’ ethical duties,
which include to avoid any conflict
between their own interests and
their client’s.
And it is inherent in barristers’
special obligations, which include
to act independently and provide
services of the highest standard
unaffected by any personal interest in the outcome of the case.
The association has previously
warned that allowing lawyers to
hold a direct financial interest in

the outcome of a case risks seriously compromising the lawyer’s
paramount duty to the court, the
overriding duty of candour and,
possibly, their duty to their client.
It fundamentally undermines
the independence of the Bar by
creating the appearance of a conflict between a client’s interest and
the barrister’s own interest, which
can be just as damaging to the profession’s reputation as an actual
conflict of interest.
The parliamentary joint committee on corporations and financial services will consider whether
contingency fees could result in
less financially viable results for
plaintiffs. The inquiry will also
consider the ramifications of allowing Australian lawyers to enter

into contingency fee agreements
or a court to make a costs order
based on the percentage of any
judgment or settlement.
It follows recommendations by
the Australian Law Reform and
Victorian Law Reform commissions that solicitors acting for the
representative plaintiff in class
actions should in limited circumstances be permitted to enter into
contingency fee agreements.
I disagree with those recommendations. With respect to both
commissions, allowing contingency fees would substantially
lessen the independence and impartiality of legal practitioners.
Lawyers must act without fear
or favour, avoid any compromise
to their integrity and professional

independence, and not engage in
conduct that is materially likely to
prejudice or diminish public confidence in the administration of justice or bring the profession into
disrepute. To extend entrepreneurial litigation to the very person arguing the case is
inconsistent with such notions of
professional detachment.
The empirical case for change
has not been made out. In particular, there is a dearth of evidence to
support the central argument put
forward by those calling for the introduction of contingency fees,
namely, that it would improve access to justice. Nor have ethical
concerns been sufficiently addressed, or safeguards proposed.
In fact, contingency fee regimes

are so inimical to lawyers’ professional responsibilities it is difficult to see how any effective
safeguards could be formulated.
The NSW Bar Association continues to work closely with our
members, as well as with the Office
of the Legal Services Commissioner and governments, to protect the public interest by
promoting best practice cost disclosures and charging.
But the legal profession must
oppose contingency fees in view of
our ethical considerations and
professional obligations. In the
view of the NSW Bar Association,
these cannot be reconciled.

Tim Game SC is president of the
NSW Bar Association

Federal police plan tramples on press freedom
PREJUDICE
CHRIS MERRITT

Any long-term benefits for
Australia would depend on the
severity of the pandemic “but at
the moment, we look like a comparatively safe place, thankfully”.
Online dispute resolution
company Immediation said there
had been a spike in demand for its
services from organisations that
are seeking to avoid travel to the
regional arbitration hubs of
Singapore and Hong Kong.
Immediation, which deals with
disputes entirely online, has a
panel of 90 independent legal
experts including former senior
judges and tribunal members as
well as leading silks, barristers,
arbitrators and mediators.
“We are definitely seeing a
spike related to the immediate impact on Hong Kong. We have had
a number of inquiries related to
international arbitrations that
could no longer proceed,” said Immediation founder Laura Keily.
It had also experienced a surge
in inquiries from small businesses
that had been adversely affected
by the disease. “Small business is
clearly under a lot of pressure,”
she said. “It is coming in the form
of pressure to terminate employees, to terminate supply contracts,
being unable to pay their leases
and licences. There is a spike in
business-related issues which
necessarily gives rise to businessrelated disputes.”
Last year, when Immediation
was launched, it had $1.8m in
funding from investors, including
boutique investment firm SG Hiscock, corporate broker Patersons
Securities and advisory firm Alto
Capital.

Last year’s police raids on the
media did have one benefit: they
have shown just how little comprehension some agencies of the
Morrison government have about
the principles that underpin civil
society in Western democracies.
The first step towards solving a
problem is to recognise that it exists — and that is why the sensible
parts of the government should be
paying a lot more attention to the
latest thinking to emerge from the
Department of Home Affairs and
the Australian Federal Police.
An idea favoured by this department and its friends in the
AFP would appeal only to biggovernment authoritarians —
which is hardly the core constituency of the federal Coalition.
Their plan on how to reform
the law that led to last year’s raids
is wrong on multiple grounds. If
enacted, it would breach fundamental human rights, set back the
cause of press freedom, expose
Australia to international ridicule
and open the door to a system that
could sidestep the judiciary by
vesting judge-like power in an entity it describes as “an independent issuing authority”.
This plan is worse than the system that led to last year’s raids on
the ABC’s Sydney newsroom and
the Canberra home of News Corp
journalist Annika Smethurst.
Those raids were launched in
response to news reports that
have been declared to be in the
public interest by no less a figure
than Rosalind Croucher, president of the Australian Human
Rights Commission. Community

STUART McEVOY

Academic Patrick Keyzer believes press freedom should be sheltered from political whims
concern about press freedom led
to the current parliamentary inquiry by the joint committee on
intelligence and security.
Unlike the situation in Britain,
the search warrants authorising
the raids were obtained by the
AFP at uncontested hearings
where the only voice heard was
that of the police. The decisionmaker was an independent judicial officer, yet a dangerous new
option has emerged.
Instead of going before a judicial officer and seeking a search
warrant, Home Affairs and the
AFP now want an additional tool
— a “notice to produce” — that

would be issued by “an independent issuing authority” whose
identity is not disclosed.
Legal academic Patrick Keyzer
believes that if Home Affairs and
the AFP want to limit press freedom, their argument should be
dealt with by a court and should be
governed by law — not ministerial
directives.
“Courts have the necessary independence and impartiality to
weigh up the competing claims of
national security and the public’s
right to know,” says Keyzer, who
holds a research chair in law and
public policy at La Trobe University.

“The guidelines and ministerial directions made in 2019 after
the raids on the ABC and News
Corp do not have the force of law,
can be replaced or revised by fiat,
and do nothing to support the
public’s right to know,” Keyzer
says.
Without radical change, the
proposed notice to produce would
cause more problems than last
year’s raids.
These notices could strip reporters of a fundamental right by
requiring them to incriminate
themselves.
They could also require reporters to abandon their code of ethics

by revealing their confidential
sources. A notice to produce,
when served on a media organisation, could transform an independent publication into an agent
of the police. Media executives
could be forced to search their employees’ files, notebooks, computers and telephones and give the
AFP material that could hurt their
staff and undermine the credibility of their business.
This week, the media industry’s Right to Know coalition told
the parliamentary inquiry the
legal requirement for journalists
to identify and produce documents that may incriminate and
identify a confidential source “is
so destructive of the relationship
of trust and confidence necessary
for such relationships that news
reporting could be so undermined
it may effectively come to an end”.
The Right to Know coalition
says the prospect of employers assisting in the prosecution of their
staff would prevent journalists
from fully engaging with their employers on matters such as editorial guidance and fact-checking.
Corporate computers, servers and
telephones would become legal
traps for the unwary.
The concept of a notice to produce is a pea-and-thimble trick
designed to divert attention from
the lack of rigour associated with
search warrants that underpin
raids on the media.
One of the media’s core proposals — contestable warrant
hearings — has been opposed by
the police, who argue evidence
might be destroyed. This is at odds
with what the AFP did last year
when it gave the ABC and News
Corp advance notice of both raids.
The “notice to produce” mechanism is a meaningless con. Even
if the media were to head off such
a notice at a hearing before an “independent issuing authority” that
would not be the end of the matter.
There would be nothing to prevent the AFP from putting the
same failed argument to an uncontested hearing for a search
warrant. The unfortunate judicial
officer would be flying blind.

State governments back
e-conveyancing choice
JUDICIAL REGISTRAR – CRIME

JUDICIAL REGISTRAR – COMMERCIAL COURT

Supreme Court of Victoria

The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Victoria, the Honourable Anne Ferguson, seeks expressions of interest from
qualified persons for appointment as a Judicial Registrar of the Supreme Court.
Judicial Registrars are members of the Court, appointed by the Governor in Council on the recommendation of the AttorneyGeneral, who exercise delegated judicial functions. All expressions of interest are treated confidentially.

The Criminal Division of the Court hears criminal trials in serious indictable matters, predominantly homicides and
homicide-related matters.

The Commercial Court is a division of the Supreme Court responsible for hearing complex commercial litigation. It is known
for the commercial expertise and experience of its judges and judicial officers applied in an environment of active case
management of proceedings. The Commercial Court is supported by an established and dedicated Commercial Court Registry
which is responsible for, among other things, the efficient triaging of proceedings to judges, associate judges and judicial
registrars.

The Division also hears applications for bail, and applications under the following Acts:

The Judicial Registrar of the Commercial Court has oversight of the Commercial Court Registry, provides operational and
listing support to the Principal Judge of the Commercial Court and drives the development and implementation of various
reform projects within the Supreme Court more generally.
In addition, the Judicial Registrar conducts judicial mediations, has jurisdiction in a range of matters under Order 84 of
Chapter 1 of the Supreme Court (General Civil Procedure) Rules 2015 and exercises judicial powers including in respect of
interlocutory applications, directions hearings, case management conferences and certain proceedings under the
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) such as:

The Division also hears some appeals from the Magistrates’ and Children’s Courts.
The Judicial Registrar – Criminal Division will be responsible for:

• winding up applications on the ground of failure to comply with a statutory demand;
• public examinations;
• initial conferences in shareholder oppression disputes;
• applications to reinstate a company; and
• applications concerning the remuneration of external administrators.

• Overseeing the specialist Criminal Division Registry;
• Supporting the Principal Judge of the Criminal Division in the management and listing of criminal matters in the Division;
• Conducting settlement conferences; and
• Implementing reform initiatives in consultation with the Division.
The Judicial Registrar will exercise judicial authority pursuant to Part 3 of Order 4 of the Supreme Court (Criminal
Procedure) Rules 2017 including the conduct of mentions and directions hearings and making orders under the Criminal
Procedure Act 2009.

Other duties include:
• managing trial listings in collaboration with the Principal Judge;
• developing and implementing improved procedures and case management strategies;
• ensuring appropriate liaison between the Commercial Court and external agencies such as the Law Institute and the
Commercial Bar;
• participating in various Court committees; and
• contributing to the preparation of the annual report and other statistical reports to measure the Supreme Court’s
performance in accordance with the International Framework for Court Excellence.

Other duties
Judicial Registrars may be assigned further duties by the Chief Justice from time to time including:
• Undertaking the specialist duties of another Judicial Registrar in their absence;
• Leading or being a member of internal or external committees; and
• Leading or participating in Court reform projects.
The position requires a legally qualified (admitted for not less than 5 years), highly motivated leader with outstanding
professional experience and demonstrated understanding of court processes. It also requires superior communication skills,
and the ability to make timely decisions according to law. Experience and expertise in mediation is highly desirable.
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in decline compared to Singapore.
It does give Australia an opportunity to pick up more,” he said.
Any long-term benefits for
Australia would depend on the
severity of the pandemic “but at
the moment, we look like a comparatively safe place, thankfully”.
Online dispute resolution
company Immediation said there
had been a spike in demand for its
services from organisations that
are seeking to avoid travel to the
regional arbitration hubs of
Singapore and Hong Kong.
Immediation, which deals with
disputes entirely online, has a
panel of 90 independent legal
experts including former senior
judges and tribunal members as
well as leading silks, barristers,
arbitrators and mediators.
“We are definitely seeing a
spike related to the immediate impact on Hong Kong. We have had
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The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Victoria, the Honourable Anne Ferguson, seeks expressions of interest from
qualified persons for appointment as a Judicial Registrar of the Supreme Court.
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Bail Act 1977, Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Act 1997,
Major Crime (Investigative Powers) Act 2004,
Serious Offenders Act 2018,
Surveillance Devices Act 1999,
Terrorism (Community Protection) Act 2003,
Witness Protection Act 1991,
Surveillance Devices Act 1999 and
The Sentencing Act 1991.

Disputes turn
virtual as virus
hits arbitration
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at a critical time for users of Australia’s justice system when trust in
the legal profession has been put
under the spotlight.
The legal profession needs to
reassert its opposition and explain
to policymakers why such proposals are so fraught and contrary to
the public interest. The practice of
law is and should remain a profession driven by ethics, not a business driven by profit.
This distinction is basic and important. It is enshrined in our laws,
which strictly regulate what lawyers can charge and make it unlawful to bill for legal costs that are
not fair and reasonable in all the
circumstances of a case.
It is currently unlawful in NSW
and Victoria to enter into a costs
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The NSW Bar Association has
consistently opposed allowing
lawyers to enter contingency fee
arrangements. It remains of the
view that contingency fees cannot
be implemented without an adverse impact on both litigants’
interests and lawyers’ duties.
Victoria has moved to introduce contingency fees for plaintiff
solicitors in representative proceedings such as class actions,
which is regrettable.
Federal
Attorney-General
Christian Porter has announced a
parliamentary inquiry to consider
the potential impact of proposals
to allow contingency fees and
ramifications for lawyers, among
other matters. This inquiry is a
welcome development, and comes

The federal government’s pressure on states and territories to
reform the rules governing e-conveyancing has revealed that none
of them is opposed to a competitive market for e-conveyancing
network services.
However, they have told federal Housing Minister Michael
Sukkar they want a closer examination of the cost associated with
giving solicitors and conveyancers an effective choice between
competing e-conveyancing networks.
Mr Sukkar told The Australian that the federal government
firmly believed competition
should be encouraged in the econveyancing marketplace.
He also wanted the peak body
that represents the state land title
registrars to finalise the rules that
will give lawyers and conveyancers the benefits of true competition between suppliers of econveyancing network services.
That peak body, known as the
Australian Registrars National
Electronic Conveyancing Council, has also come under pressure
from the Australian Competition
& Consumer Commission over its
failure to produce those rules.
The ACCC is concerned that
unless ARNECC develops those
rules, new entrants will be unable
to effectively compete with
PEXA, the established supplier of
network services which was formerly owned by the states.
Several states have mandated
the use of e-conveyancing but
ARNECC, which consists of state

a number of inquiries related to
international arbitrations that
could no longer proceed,” said Immediation founder Laura Keily.
It had also experienced a surge
in inquiries from small businesses
that had been adversely affected
by the disease. “Small business is
clearly under a lot of pressure,”
she said. “It is coming in the form
of pressure to terminate employees, to terminate supply contracts,
being unable to pay their leases
and licences. There is a spike in
business-related issues which
necessarily gives rise to businessrelated disputes.”
Last year, when Immediation
was launched, it had $1.8m in
funding from investors, including
boutique investment firm SG Hiscock, corporate broker Patersons
Securities and advisory firm Alto
Capital.
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Sukkar
and territory officials, has failed to
develop rules for “interoperability” which is essential for competition. Those rules would enable
solicitors and conveyancers to
complete property transactions
while using competing networks.
Mr Sukkar said he welcomed
the feedback from the states and
territories but still wanted to see
progress on interoperability.
“I would strongly encourage
ARNECC to finalise a national
regulatory framework for interoperability between any current
or future e-conveyancer, which
would represent significant
micro-economic reform,” Mr
Sukkar said.
This comes soon after the
NSW government, which has
been leading the push for competition, warned that if national
rules allowing competition are
not developed, NSW would consider making interoperability
mandatory in NSW.
“A competitive marketplace
will deliver better outcomes for
customers and the economy,”
NSW Customer Service Minister
Victor Dominello said.
The Law Council believes
there is an urgent need for a competitive market.

